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Repurpose with 
Purpose 
on Pinterest



Fashion

2



Re-purposing from 
Website

3

NEW 
ARRIVALS

Add text overlay 
with promo

Image from              
banner ad

Logo



Re-purposing from 
YouTube
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Logo

Add text overlay
to drive CTA

Add more images to 
elongate the pin



Re-purposing from 
Facebook
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RIP, SLASH, AND 
PATCH IT TO 

PERFECTION

Add text overlay

Image from           
campaign

Logo



Re-purposing from 
Instagram
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Add helpful text 
overlay

Go vertical by 
zooming in



Re-purposing from 
banner ad
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Add text overlays

Stack multiples 
images

Logo

Helpful “how-to”



Re-purposing from 
print
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Add text overlay

Logo



Beauty
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Re-purposing from 
Website

10

Add text overlay
to drive CTA

Rotate the image 
to be vertical

Add product info
from website



Re-purposing from 
YouTube
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Add text overlay
to drive CTA

Rotate the image 
to be vertical

Add product info
from website



Re-purposing from 
Facebook

12

Add text overlay
to drive CTA

Crop and stack with 
product images 

Add product info
from website



Re-purposing from 
Instagram

13

Add helpful text 
overlay

Elongate the image 
to be vertical



Re-purposing from 
banner ad

14

Add helpful text 
overlay

Crop and stack 
product images

Add product info
from website



Website to Pinterest
Add text overlay
to drive CTA

Rotate the image 
to be vertical

Add product info
from website



Facebook to Pinterest

16

Crop Image to                   
be vertical

Add product information



Repurposing from 
Facebook

17

Elongate pin and 
stack product images

Add product information



Facebook to Pinterest
Elongate Image to 
Be vertical

Add product information



Instagram to Pinterest
Add length to the pin 
by including text 
overlay with CTA

Add product information



Repurposing        
Existing Assets

Add helpful text 
overlay 

Add length to the pin 
to make it vertical

Add product info
from website



Instagram to Pinterest

Loving the brights from the 
runway? Get the latest looks 
from backstage at Marques’ 
Almeida London Fashion 
Week with MAC – from pink 
eyeliner to multicolor nails, 
check out all the looks and 
see how you can make a fun 
statement this season. 

Stack multiple square 
images to form a 
vertical pin

Add more detailed 
description



Print to Pinterest

Use same image            
from print ad

Add product information



CPG - Food
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Re-purposing from 
Website

24

Add text overlay 
with recipe name

Logo



Re-purposing from 
YouTube

25

Add text overlay 
with recipe name

Logo



Re-purposing from 
Facebook

26

Text overlays with 
recipe name

Flip and stack 
multiple images



Re-purposing from 
Instagram

27

Add text overlay 
with recipe name

Logo

Hero image                 
of recipe



Re-purposing from 
banner ad

28

Add text overlays
to drive CTA



Re-purposing from 
print

29

Helpful subtext

Add text overlay with 
step-by-step 
instructions



FinServ
Examples



Website to Pinterest
Add text overlay
to drive CTA

Crop image and 
stack to make 
vertical

Add product info from 
website



Facebook to Pinterest

Crop image to be 
more vertical

Add helpful
information



Facebook to Pinterest
Crop image to be 
more vertical

Logo



Instagram to Pinterest

Crop image and 
stack to make 
vertical

Add product info from 
website




